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energy data, in particular lepton flavour violating µ decays and KL → eµ, severely constrain the
available parameter space. We show that in the allowed part of the parameter space (i) some of
the lepton-flavour-violating tau decay branching ratios are predicted to be close to their current
experimental limits. (ii) The underlying scalar leptoquarks can be probed at the LHC via their
dominant decay modes into tau-leptons and electrons and the third generation quarks. (iii) The
constraints from meson oscillations imply that the masses of scalar gluons, another pair of coloured
multiplets around, have to be bigger than around 15 TeV and, thus, they can be probed only at a
future 100 TeV collider. In both neutral and charged variants, these scalars decay predominantly
into third generation quarks, with up to O(10%) branching ratios into family-mixed final states.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The latest results of the LHC clearly show that the Standard Model (SM) continues to be a remarkably successful
description of nature. So far, only a handful of experimental observations show deviations from its predictions. At the
moment, exciting direct hints of physics beyond the SM are the recently observed anomalies in B-meson decays [1–6],
which suggest lepton flavour universality violation (LFUV) in the ratios RK(∗) = Γ(B¯ → K¯(∗)µ+µ−)/Γ(B¯ → K¯(∗)e+e−),
and RD(∗) = Γ(B¯ → D(∗)τ ν¯)/Γ(B¯ → D(∗)lν¯), (l = e, µ). Even though the individual discrepancies are between 2 and
3 σ, they all point in the same direction. A combined fit amounts to more than 4.5-σ deviations [7, 8].
Assuming that these anomalies are not a result of experimental systematics, they can be accounted for by leptoquarks
(LQs) of various kinds [9–21]. However, building viable ultraviolet (UV) complete models involving those particles is
challenging, especially in light of very stringent constraints on lepton flavor violation (LFV) from various experimental
searches, see e.g. [22, 23]. Several attempts to build UV completions exist already in the literature [19, 24–34]. Most
of them aim for getting the vector leptoquark U1, which has quantum numbers (3, 1, 2/3) under the SM gauge group
GSM = SU(3)C ×SU(2)L×U(1)Y , sufficiently light as it is an excellent candidate to explain the anomalies. It emerges
naturally from the breaking of SU(4)C to SU(3)C which fixes the properties of U1 up to effects from generation mixing
of the fermions to which it couples. In these attempts the precise way in which the group is broken is ignored as well
as the pattern of the couplings in the scalar sector and its mass spectrum.
In [35] we have presented a detailed analysis of a model based on SU(4)C × SU(2)L × U(1)R, proposed in [36, 37],
putting particular attention to the scalar sector. Keeping the minimal fermionic particle content minimal one cannot
reduce the mass of U1 well below 1000 TeV due to the constraints stemming from KL decays. Nevertheless, this setup
in principle allows for an explanation of RK(∗) and predicts RD(∗) to be close to the SM expectation if the scalar
leptoquarks are taken into account. In [35] we have used the SO(10) inspired assumption that all Yukawa couplings
are symmetric in the flavor indices. As a consequence we found that one cannot explain RK without violating the
experimental bounds from KL → eµ. This demonstrates that the scalar sector of such models must not be ignored.
In this paper we show that when releasing the symmetry conditions on the Yukawa matrices while still staying within
the well-known minimal model, we can accommodate the RK(∗) anomalies without violating any other experimental
bound. The corresponding parameter space is quite restricted which implies that the properties of the additional
scalars are fixed to a high degree. Consequently, this leads to rather specific predictions for LHC searches.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we summarize the main features of the model with a particular focus on
aspects relevant for the B-physics anomalies. In Sec. III we discuss various constraints stemming from low energy data
and their consequences for the properties of the new scalars. This is followed by discussion on the resulting collider
phenomenology in Sec. IV. A brief summary is given in Sec. V.
For our investigation the SARAH package [38–42] needed to be extended considerably. We present this extension in
the appendix. For our numerical calculations we used the generated model files to produce a spectrum generator based
on SPheno [43, 44]. For the calculation of cross section at hadron colliders we have used the SARAH-generated interface
to MadGraph aMC@NLO [45, 46].
II. MODEL ASPECTS
We will briefly summarize here the main features of the model that are important for the subsequent discussion.
For further details we refer to refs. [35–37]. The Model is based on the gauge group G = SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)R
where the SM SU(3)C emerges as part of the SU(4)C breaking. In this class of models, the leptons (including the
right-handed neutrino) are unified with the quarks in SU(4)C representations as summarized in Tab. I. The sub-eV
neutrino masses and the observed leptonic mixing pattern are accommodated via an inverse seesaw mechanism [47] by
adding extra 3 generations of a gauge-singlet fermion N to the original model of ref. [36] as proposed in [37]. Even
though the SU(4)C breaking implies potentially also B and/or L breaking, it turns out that only the lepton number
gets eventually broken while B remains a good symmetry to all orders in perturbation theory [35].
A. Symmetry breaking and scalar sector
The scalar sector consists of three irreducible representations of G as given in Tab. I. At the level of GSM, the
colourless part of the scalar sector consists of a complex singlet χ0 and two Higgs doublets H and H2. The gauge
symmetry is broken by their vacuum expectation values (VEVs) in the two successive steps
G
〈χ0〉,〈H2〉−−−−−−→ GSM 〈H〉,〈H2〉−−−−−−→ SU(3)C ⊗ U(1)Q. (1)
3Fermions Scalars
F (4,2,0) =
(
Q
L
)
χ (4,1,+1/2) =
(
S¯†1(3,1,+2/3)
χ0 (1,1,0)
)
fcu (4¯,1,−1/2) =
(
uc νc
)
H (1,2,+1/2)
fcd (4¯,1,+1/2) =
(
dc ec
)
Φ (15,2,+1/2) =
(
G (8,2,+1/2) +
1√
12
H2 R2 (3,2,+7/6)
R˜†2 (3¯,2,−1/6)
−3√
12
H2 (1,2,+1/2)
)
N (1,1,0)
TABLE I: Fermion and scalar content of the model at the G = SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)R or GSM level.
We parametrize the VEVs as
〈χ0〉 = vχ√
2
, 〈H〉 = sinβ√
2
[
0
vew
]
, 〈H2〉 = cosβ√
2
[
0
vew
]
, (2)
where the square brackets denote the SU(2)L structure, vew ' 246 GeV, and vχ ≈ 1000 TeV. The later is chosen
in such a way that the vector leptoquark mass is consistent with the stringent bound set by the non-observation of
KL → eµ. 1
As in the usual two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDM) it is convenient to rotate the SU(2) doublets via(
Hˆ
h
)
=
(
cosβ − sinβ
sinβ cosβ
)(
H
H2
)
(3)
which takes one to the basis where h accommodates the entire electroweak VEV and contains also the would-be
Nambu-Goldstone-bosons to be eaten by W± and Z, whereas Hˆ is a second Higgs doublet which does not participate
in the electroweak symmetry breaking. One can follow the analogy with the 2HDMs one step further. In particular,
the physical component of the h field defined by transformation Eq. (3) corresponds almost exactly to the SM Higgs
because the current setting may be viewed as the 2HDM in the decoupling regime as Hˆ is expected to be pushed up to
the SU(4)C breaking scale vχ. Furthermore, the admixture of χ
0 in the physical Higgs is also suppressed by vew/vχ.
All this can be readily verified by the analysis of the most general renormalizable scalar potential
V = µ2H |H|2 + µ2χ|χ|2 + µ2ΦTr(|Φ|2) + λ1|H|2|χ|2 + λ2|H|2Tr(|Φ|2) + λ3|χ|2Tr(|Φ|2)
+ (λ4H
†
i χ
†Φiχ+ h.c.) + λ5H
†
i Tr(Φ
†
jΦ
i)Hj + λ6χ
†ΦiΦ†iχ+ λ7|H|4 + λ8|χ|4 + λ9Tr(|Φ|4)
+ λ10(Tr|Φ|2)2 +
(
λ11H
†
i Tr(Φ
i Φj)H†j + λ12H
†
i Tr(Φ
i Φj Φ†j) + λ13H
†
i Tr(Φ
i Φ†j Φ
j) + h.c.
)
+ λ14χ
†|Φ|2χ+ λ15Tr(Φ†i Φj Φ†j Φi) + λ16Tr(Φ†i Φj) Tr(Φ†j Φi) + λ17Tr(Φ†i Φ†j) Tr(Φi Φj)
+ λ18Tr(Φ
†
i Φ
†
j Φ
i Φj) + λ19Tr(Φ
†
i Φ
†
j Φ
j Φi) (4)
where |H|2 = H†iHi, |χ|2 = χ†χ, |Φ|2 = Φ†iΦi with i and j denoting the SU(2)L indices; the matrix notation is used
to capture the SU(4)C structure and the traces run only over SU(4)C indices.
The coloured scalar degrees of freedom are the S¯1 field originating from χ which dominates the Goldstone mode
associated with the vector leptoquark, an SU(2)L doublet G of charged and neutral scalar gluons and two other
leptoquark doublets R2 and R˜2, all of which stem from Φ.
Although we have chosen vχ so large that the effects of the extra vector bosons (the Z
′ and the vector leptoquark
U1) are completely negligible the model allows for cases where a certain part of the scalar spectrum is much lighter.
This can be easily seen by neglecting for the moment the effects of the SU(2)L breaking VEVs in the masses of the
different components of the Φ-field: 2
1 This bound can be actually lowered by more than an order of magnitude if one exploits maximally the freedom in the unitary interaction
matrix [48]; however, we need to save this freedom for configuring the scalar leptoquark interactions.
2 Needless to say, the weak isospin mass splitting for a heavy doublet X is only of the order δmX = O(v
2
ew/mX) . 10 GeV.
4m2G =
(√
3λ4
4
tanβ − 3
8
(λ6 + λ14)
)
v2χ , (5)
m2R2 =
(√
3λ4
4
tanβ +
λ14 − 3λ6
8
)
v2χ , (6)
m2
R˜2
=
(√
3λ4
4
tanβ +
λ6 − 3λ14
8
)
v2χ , (7)
m2
Hˆ
=
√
3λ4
2 sin(2β)
v2χ , (8)
where µ2Φ has been eliminated using the minimization conditions for the potential. This yields the approximate
tree-level sum rule [35]
m2G + 2m
2
Hˆ
sin2 β ' 3
2
(m2R2 +m
2
R˜2
) . (9)
It is well known that, unlike R˜2, the R2 leptoquark has the potential to simultaneously accommodate RK and RK∗ .
From Eq. (9) one can see that R2 can be in the TeV range even in case of a rather large vχ if there is an appropriate
interplay between λ4, λ6 and λ14.
Assuming for the moment being that λ4 is at least of the order 10
−2, one sees from Eq. (9) that relatively light
scalar gluons are possible in scenarios where R2 is light and R˜2 heavy. We will thus investigate such scenarios. In
principle also λ4 could be smaller yielding somewhat lighter Hˆ and R˜2 states. However, the contribution of R˜2 to
lepton flavour violating observables imply that the masses should be in the multi-TeV range. For completeness, we
note that the large number of parameters allows to obtain easily a SM-like Higgs boson with a mass mh = 125 GeV.
B. Fermionic sector
The fermion masses are generated by the following Lagrangian:
−LY = f cuY1HF + f cuY2ΦF + f cdY3H†F + f cdY4Φ†F + f cuY5χN +
1
2
NµN + h.c. (10)
where Yi are Yukawa couplings and µ is a Majorana mass matrix. Without loss of generality, we work in a basis
where the lepton mass matrix is flavor-diagonal. The up- and down-type quarks in the mass basis are obtained via
qˆL = VqqL and qˆR = UqqR for q = u, d, with the four arbitrary unitary matrices in the flavour space being constrained
by VCKM = VuVd
†.
Two of the Yukawa couplings are strongly related to the masses of down-type quarks and charged leptons,
U†dMˆdVd =
(
sinβ√
2
Y3 +
cosβ
2
√
6
Y4
)
vew, (11)
Mˆe =
(
sinβ√
2
Y3 − 3 cosβ
2
√
6
Y4
)
vew, (12)
where Mˆu,d,e are diagonal matrices of the corresponding fermion masses.
The Yukawa interactions of the LQs and scalar gluons are encoded solely in Y2 and Y4. Eq. (11) and Eq. (12)
determine Y4 up to the two rotation matrices. On the other hand, due to the extended neutrino sector, the other
important matrix Y2, as well as Y5, can be chosen essentially arbitrarily. Indeed, the measured up-type quark masses
satisfying
U†uMˆuVCKMVd =
(
sinβ√
2
Y1 +
cosβ
2
√
6
Y2
)
vew (13)
can be always achieved by a suitable choice of Y1. The light Majorana neutrino mass matrix, from which the neutrino
masses and PMNS matrix follow, can be then obtained via a proper choice of the Majorana mass matrix µ.
While both Y2 and Y4 generally contribute to various lepton-flavour violating processes, only the interactions arising
from Y4 are sufficient for a tree-level explanation of the RK(∗) anomalies. Hence, for simplicity we have assumed small
entries in Y2 in order to fulfill the bounds on LFV violating muon decays [35].
5III. CONSTRAINTS FROM RARE LEPTON AND MESON DECAYS
The interactions of R2 following from the term proportional to Y4 in Eq. (10) read
LR2 = dˆL Yˆ de4 eˆRR+2/32 + uˆL VCKMYˆ de4 eˆRR+5/32 + h.c. (14)
with the relevant Yukawa matrix parametrized as
Yˆ de4 =
yde ydµ ydτyse ysµ ysτ
ybe ybµ ybτ
 (15)
As we have stated in the previous section, we neglect the other pair of the interaction terms arising from Y2. Without
referring to the specific pattern of the above matrix imposed by the extended symmetry of the model, a few simple but
important observation are to be made.
First, the interactions in Eq. (14) involve the right-handed leptons. In view of RK , this implies that the corresponding
tree-level contributions to C9 and C10 (entering at the scale where the leptoquarks are integrated out) have not only
the same magnitude but also the same sign. Thus, there is only a very small interference between the NP and SM
contributions in the b→ sl+l− amplitudes. Notice that there are ways to circumvent this feature by making the loop
contributions dominant, see [49, 50]; however, we do not opt here for this scenario.
Second, interaction in Eq. (14) generally induces new sources of LFUV whenever two columns of Eq. (15) differ. In
this respect, RK < 1 can be achieved if and only if the LQs couple more to the electrons than to the muons [51], i.e.,
when |yseybe| > |ysµybµ| .
The third point is that the interactions in Eq. (14) mediate lepton flavour violating processes (LFV) whenever there
are nonzero entries of Yˆ de4 in two different columns. For example, a very stringent experimental bound arises from the
limits on BR(KL → e±µ∓) ∝ |yseydµ|2 + |ydeysµ|2 or from µ→ eγ whose amplitudes are given by linear combinations
of yqey
∗
q′µ. It is clear that all the muon number violating process mediated by R2 will be suppressed if
ydµ = ysµ = ybµ = 0 (16)
approximately holds.
As indicated earlier, Yˆ de4 cannot be chosen arbitrarily in our model as it is a subject of the extended symmetry
constraints. In particular, applying the flavour rotations in Eq. (10) and using the relations from Eq. (11) and Eq. (12)
one obtains the following pattern:
Yˆ de4 =
√
3
2
1
vew cosβ
(
MˆdUd − VdMˆe
)
(17)
with Ud and Vd being arbitrary unitary matrices. The question is now whether this pattern is compatible with
significant deviation of RK < 1 and supressed LFV.
In Ref. [35], this model was studied under an extra SO(10) inspired assumption Vd = U
∗
d and neglecting possible
phases in a second step. In such a case, the interaction matrix in Eq. (17) simplifies to
Yˆ de4 =
√
3
2
√
1 + tan2 β
vew
V11 (md−me) V12 (md−mµ) V13 (md−mτ )V21 (ms−me) V22 (ms−mµ) V23 (ms−mτ )
V31 (mb−me) V32 (mb−mµ) V33 (mb−mτ )
 . (18)
where Vij denotes the elements of the Vd mixing matrix. Clearly, the requirements like Eq. (16) are in contradiction
with the unitarity of Vd and thus LFV is principally unavoidable. In [35] it was found by scanning over the considered
parameter space that the experimental bound BR(KL → µe) < 4.7 × 10−12 [52] inevitably leads to RK ≥ 1, in
contradiction with measurements.
Consequently, this implies that the assumption Vd = U
∗
d is inconsistent with requirement of simultaneously explaining
RK and respecting the bound from the KL → µe decay. However, such a model assumption is only fully justified
at the scale where one still has the left-right symmetry which, however, is broken well above the SU(4)C-breaking
scale, see e.g. [53] and refs. therein for explicit constructions. Renormalization group effects will lead to a breaking of
Vd = U
∗
d . We also note that this model might not emerge from SO(10) but from another framework.
In the general case of Vd 6= U∗d we have the freedom to choose 6 angles (apart from the phases). We impose the
following constraints:
6Numerical input values
Y2 diag(10
−8, 10−7, 10−5)
Y5 diag(10
−2, 5 · 10−2, 10−1)
vχ 4 · 106 GeV
mA, mR2 2 · 105 GeV, 900 GeV
tanβ 50
TABLE II: Summary of the default input values used in this analysis except if stated otherwise. All other BSM scalars
have masses of the order O(mA).
1. To suppress the muon number violating processes we require the conditions from Eq. (16) to be satisfied.
2. In order to maximize the LQ effect on RK(∗) , we need the product yse × ybe to become as large as possible; due
to the smallness of electron mass, this condition affects only Ud.
To achieve this, we take as starting point
Ud =
 0 1 01/√2 0 1/√2
1/
√
2 0 −1/√2
 , Vd =
− cosφ 0 − sinφsinφ 0 − cosφ
0 1 0
 . (19)
Neglecting in Eq. (17) the mass of the first generation fermions and also the second generation if they appear together
with one of the 3rd generation, we arrive at
Yˆ de =
√
3
2
1
vew cosβ
 0 0 mτ sinφms/√2 0 mτ cosφ
mb/
√
2 −mµ −mb/
√
2
 . (20)
In practice we see that this is not yet sufficient and that we also need ybµ closer to zero. Using now the freedom of the
additional mixing angles of O(mµ/mb) we can achieve the form
Yˆ de4 '
√
3
2
1
vew cosβ
 0 0 mτ sinφms/√2 0 mτ cosφ
mb/
√
2 0 −mb/
√
2
 . (21)
Note that all other choices of Vd and Ud satisfying the imposed conditions are, within this approximation, related to
the presented ones up to the phases. In the numerical calculations presented below we have fulfilled Eq. (16) exactly,
finding four separate closed curves in the parameter space when restricting to real Ud and Vd. For definiteness, we set
Uu = UdV
†
CKM in the following.
This construction allows to obtain the experimentally preferred values for RK and RK∗ for
mR2 cosβ ' 18 GeV. (22)
Hence, cosβ  1 must apply in order to obey the bounds from direct leptoquark searches. As this and Eq. (21) define
a rather special part of the parameter space, the question arises in which other observables such a setting can be tested.
There are essentially two broad classes: low energy observables and LHC signals. We will focus here on the low energy
part and discuss the collider aspects in the next section.
From the construction it is clear that there will be no additional constraints from any muon number violating decays
such as µ→ eγ. In fact, we can achieve any value of BR(µ→ eγ) between zero and the experimental bound by small
deviations from the current limiting scenario Eq. (16) essentially without changing the findings below.
In contrast, we do expect sizable effects in the τ sector. Some of the relevant experimental bounds are BR(τ →
eγ) ≤ 3.3× 10−8, BR(τ → 3e) ≤ 2.7× 10−8 and BR(τ → epi) ≤ 8× 10−8 [52]. The LQ contributes to the first two
processes are loop level whereas to the last one also at the tree level. We have found that the bound on τ → epi indeed
starts to constrain the parameter space. This can be seen from Fig. 1 where we show BR(τ → epi) versus BR(τ → 3e)
scanning over the four lines in the allowed parameter space as described above. In addition we have found that also
7FIG. 1: Branching ratio BR(τ → epi) versus BR(τ → 3e). The experimental bound on BR(τ → epi) is given by the
red line. We have used the input values given in Tab. II and the quark mixing matrices are chosen such that all other
experimental constraints are fulfilled as discussed in the text.
BR(τ → eγ) is close to its experimental bound varying in the narrow range (2.2-2.7) ×10−8, providing another test of
the current scenario in upcoming experiments like Belle II. We note for completeness, that in the allowed parameter
flavour violating τ decays into muons are strongly suppressed and, thus, an observation of τ → 3µ would rule out our
scenario.
We have also checked that the prediction for meson decays like b → sγ are fully consistent with the current
experimental data. In the context of leptoquarks a potentially constraining observable is the ratio BR(K+ →
e+ν)/BR(K+ → µ+ν). However, due the required smallness of Y2, all leptoquark effects on observables with neutrinos
in the final state are suppressed and, thus, also this is consistent with data.
Staying in this part of the parameter space we have also checked whether the low energy data can constrain the
masses of the other components of Φ. Our construction implies that the scalar gluons, both the charged one and the
neutral one, have flavour mixing couplings to quarks. This means in particular that the neutral one contributes at tree
level to K0-K¯0 and Bq-B¯q (q = d, s) mixing. We find that within the experimental and theoretical uncertainties Bs-B¯s
requires mG0 >∼ 10 TeV whereas in case of the K0-K¯0 mixing the bound is mG0 >∼ 15 TeV. It might be surprising
that K0-K¯0 mixing is only slightly more stringent than the B-meson mixing but this is a consequence of the specific
parameter space considered here. We note for completness, that in other parts of the parameter space this bound
increases to mG0 >∼ 120 TeV.
IV. COLLIDER PHENOMENOLOGY
A. Collider phenomenology in the presence of flavour anomalies
In the previous section we have found a restricted region in parameter space where RK(∗) can be explained while
being consistent with the constraints from other flavor observables. Here we discuss collider signatures testing this part
of the parameter space. Eq. (9) allows for the cases where, apart from R2, also the scalar gluons G, or even the whole
scalar sector arising from Φ, can be light enough to be tested either at the LHC or a prospective 100 TeV pp-collider.
In the slice of the parameter space, where one explains RK(∗) while simultaneously respecting other low energy
constraints such as µ→ eγ and KL → eµ, the leptoquarks have rather special properties. The pattern of their Yukawa
couplings Eq. (21) is reflected in their decays. For the charge 2/3 particle one finds, regardless on which point in the
allowed regions is chosen,
BR(R
+2/3
2 →eb¯) ' BR(R+2/32 →τ b¯) '
m2b
2m2τ
(
BR(R
+2/3
2 →τ d¯) + BR(R+2/32 →τ s¯)
)
(23)
8FIG. 2: Exemplary Feynman graphs for the dominant production cross sections pp→ G0qq¯ (q = b, t) and pp→ G+bt¯
at the hadron colliders.
where
m2b
2m2τ
' 1.17 is calculated at the scale mR2 . All other channels are negligible. Due to the hierarchical structure of
the CKM matrix, the similar pattern appears for the charge 5/3 particle, where the non-negligible decay channels
satisfy
BR(R
+5/3
2 → te+) ' BR(R+5/32 → tτ+) '
m2b
2m2τ
(
BR(R
+5/3
2 →uτ+) + BR(R+5/32 →cτ+)
)
. (24)
These particles are searched for by the ATLAS [54] and CMS [55] experiments. Assuming branching ratios of 100 %
into a specific channel such as τb bounds up to 1.1 TeV have been set. However, as we have various combinations of
different decay channels involving also τ leptons which are experimentally more difficult to measure, the actual bounds
are expected to be somewhat weaker. However, recasting these analyses is beyond the scope of this article and will be
left for future work.
We now turn to the next component of Φ which can be potentially light, namely the doublet of charged and
neutral scalar gluons. In the following we will consider the complex field G0 even though it is split into its scalar and
pseudoscalar component. However, this splitting is at most of O(GeV) and thus can be neglected for the discussion
here. The scalar gluon interactions arising from Y4 generally read
LG =
[
G0dˆL +G
+uˆLVCKM
]
Yˆ dd4 dˆR + h.c. (25)
where the relevant Yukawa matrix satisfies
Yˆ dd4 = Yˆ
de
4 U
†
d =
√
3
2
1
vew cosβ
(
Mˆd − VdMˆeU†d
)
(26)
Note that the interactions of the scalar gluons with right-handed up-type quarks origin from Y2 which, as mentioned
earlier, is suppressed in our model. For this reason our findings differ significantly from the ones of refs. [56–58]. Due
to the mb enhancement in Eq. (26), the neutral scalar gluons are generally predicted to prefer decays to the b-quarks.
In the slice discussed so far, combining Eq. (19) and Eq. (26) leads to
Yˆ dd4 '
√
3
2
1
vew cosβ
 0 mτ sinφ/
√
2 −mτ sinφ/
√
2
0 mτ cosφ/
√
2 −mτ cosφ/
√
2
−mµ 0 mb
 (27)
and one finds the following ranges for the various branching ratios
BR(G0 → bb¯) ' 0.7− 0.75 , (28)
BR(G0 → bd¯+ db¯) +BR(G0 → bs¯+ sb¯) ' 0.15 , (29)
BR(G+ → tb¯) ' 0.65− 0.73 . (30)
910-8
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FIG. 3: Various production cross sections at a prospective pp-collider with
√
s = 100 TeV as a function of the
corresponding mass. In addition also the channel G−b¯t and neglecting the electroweak contributions to the cross
section one finds σ(G−b¯t) = σ(G+t¯b). Here we have used the parameters given in Tab. II except for the masses of the
scalar gluons. The vertical line indicates the bound on mG0 ' mG+ obtained from meson mixing in the minimal
model which excludes the lower mass values.
The neutral states have also loop induced couplings to the gluons [59]. Denoting the scalar (pseudoscalar) component
of G0 by σ0 (φ0) we find BR(σ0 → gg) ' 0.05 and BR(φ0 → gg) ' 0.01. It has been noted already in ref. [59] that the
scalar contributions in the loop induced couplings are negligible even for λi = 1 and, thus, the parametric uncertainties
due to the unknown λi are tiny. The remaining decays are into two quarks of the first two generations. We found
in the previous section that the mass of the scalar gluon should be above ∼ 15 TeV due to the constraints on the
K0-K¯0 mixing. This is clearly too heavy for the LHC and, thus, one needs a 100 TeV pp-collider [60, 61] to probe
these particles. In Fig. 2 we give some of the dominant Feynman diagrams for the processes pp → G0qq¯ (q = b, t)
and pp → G+bt¯. The cross sections for a 100 TeV collider are shown in Fig. 3 where we have included all QCD
contributions as well as all couplings of scalar gluons to quarks. The relevant Yukawa coupling Y4 is choosen to be in
the slice consistent with low energy data discussed in Sec. III. The cross sections include also the contributions from
the production of a scalar gluon pair with the subsequent decay of one of the scalar gluons into the corresponding
quark final state. For large scalar masses the production cross sections get a significant contribution from the quark
initial states or are even dominated by those. Due to this, for example σ(pp → G+bb¯) varies by about 20 per-cent
because of its dependence on Y4 in the considered regions of parameter space. Note that the cross sections shown
here are calculated at tree-level and we expect sizable QCD corrections. Combining the cross sections with branching
ratio information, we have found that the dominant signals will be in the 4 b-jet and 2t+2b-jets channels which are
experimentally challenging.
B. Scalar gluons at colliders without flavour anomalies
Since the measurements of the B anomalies still admit the case of being pure statistical fluctuations, in the following
we focus on the situation when both leptoquarks are too heavy to contribute significantly to the low energy observables
and when the lightest BSM fields are the scalar gluons.
These particles are interesting by their own, and, thus we study here the limiting case, where all flavour violating
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FIG. 4: Production cross sections at the LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV. On the left side the cross sections σ(pp→ G+t¯b)
(purple line), σ(pp→ G+b¯b) (green line) and σ(pp→ G−b¯b) (blue line) are shown as a function of mG+ . The yellow
line gives the current bound on this final state obtained by the ATLAS experiment [62]. On the right side the cross
sections σ(pp→ G0b¯b) and σ(pp→ G0t¯t) are shown as a function of mG0 .
couplings of the neutral scalar gluons are absent and, thus they can have masses in range of the LHC. We still assume
here that the elements of Y2 are smaller at least by an order of magnitude compared to those in Y4. Consequently,
Eq. (26) simplifies to
Yˆ dd4 =
√
3
2
1
vew cosβ
(
Mˆd − Mˆe
)
implying that BR(G+ → tb¯) is close to one and that the neutral states decay dominantly into bb¯. The latter can also
decay into two gluons.
In this model the neutral scalar gluons have suppressed couplings to the top-quark compared to the models discussed
for example in refs. [36, 59, 63] and, thus also the loop induced G0gg coupling is significantly smaller. Firstly this
implies, that the decays into two gluons have at most a branching ratio of 5 per-cent. Secondly, this also implies that
the bounds from processes like
pp→ G0 +X → 2j +X (31)
obtained by the CMS experiment [64, 65] do not constrain our model even when taking QCD corrections via a K-factor
of 1.7 [66] into account. Here j can be either a quark or a gluon jet. Instead we have found that the strongest constraints
come from an ATLAS search for the H+t¯b production. [62]. We can see from Fig. 4 that this excludes scenarios with
mG+ ' 1 TeV. This is actually a conservative bound in the sense as we assume here that BR(G+ → tb¯) = 1 which
maximizes the power of the experimental analysis. We want to stress here, that we have also included here the pair
production pp→ G+G− combined with the subsequent decay G− → t¯b. Due the steep decrease of the cross sections
with the mass this plot indicates that the reach of the LHC will not be above 1.5 TeV. We therefore show in Fig. 3 the
various cross sections at a 100 TeV collider starting from masses in the TeV range which clearly shows that the cross
sections in the low mass range is so large that these particles should be found within the first data sets.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied a model based on the extended SU(4)C × SU(2)L × U(1)R gauge symmetry which is
arguably the most minimal UV-complete gauge framework including vector and scalar leptoquark fields. It has been
shown recently [35] that, among other features, this setup has the potential to accommodate the measured values of
the RK and RK∗ observables in semileptonic B-decays. It is well known that, in this context, the strongest constraints
stem from the non-observation of KL → eµ and µ→ eγ. In order for these to be satisfied along with RK and RK∗ a
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rather specific flavour pattern of leptoquark interactions with matter is required; for instance, all couplings of R2 to
muons need to be strongly suppressed. We have shown that there exists a narrow region in the parameter space where
a fully consistent picture can be achieved. This, in turn, leads to a very predictive scenario in which several other
phenomenological conclusions can be drawn.
First, there is a sharp prediction for the branching ratios of τ → eγ and τ → 3e which turn out to be close to their
current experimental limits and, thus, should be observable in the next round of experiments such as Belle II.
Second, the charge-2/3 and 5/3 scalar leptoquarks, whose masses should not be much above 1 TeV in order to address
the B-anomalies, turn out to have rather specific decay properties which can be tested either at LHC or at a future 100
TeV pp collider. In particular, we find that BR(R
+2/3
2 → eb¯) ' BR(R+2/32 → τ b¯) ' BR(R+2/32 → τ d¯)+BR(R+2/32 → τ s¯)
and BR(R
+5/3
2 → te+) ' BR(R+5/32 → tτ+) ' BR(R+5/32 →uτ+) + BR(R+5/32 → cτ+). As such, a clear indication, if
not a discovery, should be expected in the next LHC run (with the possible exception of scenarios with tanβ & 75).
Third, there is enough room in the allowed parameter space for relatively light scalar gluons (with electric charges 0
and 1) whose masses are constrained from meson mixing to be above some 15 TeV. Again, the branching ratios of
their decays (including those into flavour violating channels) are fixed within narrow ranges which would facilitate
their searches at future colliders.
Remarkably enough, the phenomenology of such relatively light scalar gluons in the model under consideration is
interesting even if the B-anomalies eventually disappear. It turns out that in such a case the stringent limits from the
meson mixing can be alleviated and the bounds on their masses can be lowered into the LHC domain.
In this scenario the most stringent limits stems from the process pp→ G+t¯b where we get a bound mG ' 1 TeV
recasting an ATLAS search for H+. The usual bounds on G0 do not apply in this model. In that situation the
branching ratios into the third generation quarks, namely, BR(G+ → tb¯) and BR(G0 → bb¯), amount to almost 100 %.
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Appendix A: Implementation in SARAH
1. Changes in SARAH
In the context of this project, we have extended the functionality of SARAH to work with unbroken subgroups in
order to implement the Pati-Salam model. We summarize the main parts of the SARAH model file and explain the new
commands. For all details of the standard commands we refer to Refs. [38, 67]. The following changes in SARAH have
happened:
1. The SU(4)C algebra was implemented to express the generators and structure constant of SU(4)C in terms of
generators and structure constants of SU(3) and Kronecker deltas.
2. The possibility to define unbroken subgroups of a bigger gauge group was added
3. All necessary routines to write the matter and gauge fields, which are defined for the bigger group, in terms of
the unbroken subgroup were developed
We tried to keep the changes in SARAH as generic as possible. I.e. the new functionality is not restricted to the
considered model or to Pati-Salam groups. However, we have only tested the function thoroughly for the model
discussed in this paper. Therefore, one should be careful when using it with other models.
2. The SARAH model files
1. The fundamental gauge groups (SU(4)PS × SU(2)L × U(1)R) are defined as usually via the array Gauge:
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Gauge [[1]]={WR , U[1], right , gR,True};
Gauge [[2]]={WL , SU[2], left , gL, True};
Gauge [[3]]={PS , SU[4], pati , g3,True};
2. In order to define that SU(4)C get broken to an unbroken group SU(3), the following three steps are necessary:
(a) The name of the group which shall be broken as well as the name of the unbroken subgroups are defined
via UnbrokenSubgroups
UnbrokenSubgroups ={pati -> color };
Here, the first part of the rule must correspond to an entry in Gauge.
(b) The features of the unbroken gauge groups in the new array AuxGauge are defined. This is completely
analogue to the definition of a group in Gauge.
AuxGauge ={{G, SU[3], color , g3,False }};
The third entry must be identical to the chosen name in UnbrokenSubgroups.
(c) Names for the new gauge bosons must be introduced. The mapping between the fundamental gauge
bosons (V1 . . . VN ) to a set of new gauge bosons {V a, V b, . . . V x} with dimensions {Na, Nb, . . . Nb} under
the unbroken subgroup is done as 
V1
V2
V3
·
·
·
VN−1
VN

=

V a1
. . .
V aNa
V b1
. . .
V bNa
·
·
·
V x1
. . .
V xNa

(A1)
This relation is defined in the model file using the new array RepGaugeBosons. For each unbroken subgroup
a list must be given which consists of pairs of the name of a gauge boson and its dimension.
RepGaugeBosons = {
{{VG ,8}, {VX ,3}, {VY ,3}, {VS ,1}}
};
Note, the names for the gauge bosons must always start with V. From this definition, also the mapping of
the ghost is derived. The names of the ghost fields are those of the vector boson with V replaced by g.
3. After the definition of the gauge groups, the matter fields are defined. This is done for non-supersymmetric fields
using the arrays FermionField and ScalarField. For fields, which transform non-trivially under the broken
gauge groups, the tensor notation is used. Thus, the fundamental representation is a vector of dimension N . If
the unbroken subgroup has dimension n, the relation between the components of the fields are
Φ1
Φ2
. . .
ΦN−1
ΦN
 =

Ψ1
. . .
Ψn
Ψ′
. . .
Ψ
′...′

(A2)
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The number of fields with a prime is N − n.
For the adjoint representation, an N ×N matrix is used. This matrix is then decomposed as
 Φ11 . . . Φ1N... ...
ΦN1 . . . ΦNN
 =

Ψ11 . . . Ψ1n Ψ
′
1 . . . Ψ
′...′
1
...
...
...
...
Ψn1 . . . Ψnn Ψ
′
n . . . Ψ
′...′
n
Ψ˜′1 . . . Ψ˜
′
n α
′ . . . φ
′...′
...
...
...
...
Ψ˜
′...′
1 . . . Ψ˜
′
n ω
′ . . . ω
′...′

(A3)
Here, Ψ is in the adjoint representation of the unbroken subgroup and all primed fields Ψ′ and Ψ˜ are vectors
under the unbroken subgroup. The fields α to ω are singlets under the unbroken group.
(a) In the given model, the fermion fields are either singlets or transform in the (anti-) fundamental representation.
This is defined via
FermionFields [[1]] =
{FQL ,3,{{uL[color ,3], vL},{dL[color ,3],eL}}, 0, 2, 4};
FermionFields [[2]] =
{FU , 3,{uR[color ,-3], vR}, -1/2, 1,-4};
FermionFields [[3]] =
{FD , 3,{dR[color ,-3], eR}, 1/2, 1,-4};
FermionFields [[4]] =
{Si , 3, Sing , 0, 1, 1};
Note, here the last three entries define the representation with respect to the gauge groups defined in Gauge.
The representation with respect to the unbroken subgroup are defined for each component field in squared
brackets, i.e. uL[color,3] means that the field uL is a colour triplet.
(b) In the scalar sector, the adjoint representation is needed in addition. All scalars are defined via
ScalarFields [[1]] =
{Chi , 1, {Chiu[color , 3], Chi0}, 1/2, 1, 4};
ScalarFields [[2]] =
{H, 1, {Hp, H0}, 1/2, 2, 1};
ScalarFields [[3]] =
{Phi15 , 1,
{{{ HGp15[color ,colorb ,8]+ HSp15*dAB/Sqrt [12], HXp15[color ,3]},
{HYp15[colorb ,3], -3*HSp15/Sqrt [12] }}
,{{HG015[color ,colorb ,8]+ HS015*dAB/Sqrt [12], HX015[color ,3]},
{HY015[colorb ,3], -3*HS015/Sqrt [12] }}},
1/2, 2, 15};
dAB=Delta[color ,colorb]
Here, we have introduced the abbreviation dAB only for better readability. Note, that for the tensor
representation the name of the second colour index is extended by b (i.e. colorb to prevent any ambiguity.
There is one additional subtlety: in SARAH and other codes like MadGraph, CalcHep or WHIZARD the higher
dimensional representations of unbroken gauge groups, i.e. the colour group, are not written as tensors but
vectors. Therefore, it is necessary to re-write the neutral and charged octets. The necessary definitions are
given in the list TensorRepToVector which reads in our case:
TensorRepToVector ={
{HG015 ,
{color ,HGV015 ,HG015[{p_ ,a_ ,b_}] :>
sum[color/. subGC[gNN[p]],1,8] Lam[color/. subGC[gNN[p]],a,b]
HGV015 [{p,color/. subGC[gNN[p]]/ Sqrt [2]}],
{sum[col6 ,1,3] sum[col6b ,1,3] Lam[col1 ,col6 ,col6b],
14
{col1 ->col6 ,col1b ->col6n} }
}
},
{HGp15 ,
{color ,HGVp15 ,HGp15[{p_ ,a_,b_}] :>
sum[color/. subGC[gNN[p]],1,8] Lam[color/. subGC[gNN[p]],a,b]
HGVp15 [{p,color/. subGC[gNN[p]]/ Sqrt [2]}],
{sum[col6 ,1,3] sum[col6b ,1,3] Lam[col1 ,col6 ,col6b],
{col1 ->col6 ,col1b ->col6n} }
}
}
};
gNN[g_ ]:=5+ ToExpression[StringTake[ToString[g] ,{ -1}]];
Each entry consists of the following pieces:
• The name of tensor field (HG015, HGp15)
• The name of the gauge group for which the re-writing shall take place (color)
• The name which should be used for the vector representation (HGV015, HGVp15)
• The substitution rule:
HG015[{p_,a_,b_}] :>
sum[color/.subGC[gNN[p]],1,8] Lam[color/.subGC[gNN[p]],a,b]}
HGV015[{p,color/.subGC[gNN[p]]/Sqrt[2]}]
Here, p is an unique index (gen1, gen2, gen3, gen4) counting the fields in each interaction term and
gNN is a function to shift this index by 5. Moreoever, a, b are the colour indices. Therefore, the above
line is interpreted as
Φpαβ →
∑
f(p)
λ
f(p)
αβ
1√
2
Φ˜pf(p) (A4)
with a function f to rename the indices.
• Finally, one needs to define also the reverse operation, i.e. the relation to re-write the vector into the
tensor representation. This is needed to derive the ghost interactions.
4. Once the gauge sector and relation for the fields before EWSB are fixed, the rest of the model file is straightforward
and follows the standard SARAH conventions:
(a) Lagrangian: the Lagrangian consists of two parts:
DEFINITION[GaugeES ][ LagrangianInput ]= {
{LagHC , {AddHC ->True}},
{LagNoHC ,{AddHC ->False }}
};
For the first part, the hermitian conjugate needs to be added (AddHC->True). This part involves the fermion
interactions as well as λ4:
LagHC = -(Y1 FQL.FU.H + Y2 FQL.FU.Phi15
+ Y3 conj[H].FQL.FD +Y4 conj[Phi15 ].FQL.FD +Y5 FU.Chi.Si
+ \[Mu]/2 Si.Si +lambda4 conj[H].conj[Chi].Phi15.Chi);
All other parts of the Lagrangian are already hermitian and are defined via:
LagNoHC = - (mH2 conj[H].H + mchi2 conj[Chi].Chi
+ mPhi2 conj[Phi15 ].Phi15
+ lambda1 conj[H].H.conj[Chi].Chi
+ lambda2 conj[H].H.conj[Phi15 ].Phi15
+ lambda3 conj[Chi].Chi.conj[Phi15 ].Phi15
+ lambda5 conj[H].conj[Phi15 ].Phi15.H
15
+ lambda6 conj[Chi].Phi15.conj[Phi15 ].Chi
+ lambda7 conj[H].H.conj[H].H
+ lambda8 conj[Chi].Chi.conj[Chi].Chi
+ Delta[pat1 ,pat2] Delta[pat2b ,pat3b ]*
Delta[pat3 ,pat4] Delta[pat4b ,pat1b ]*
Delta[lef1 ,lef2] Delta[lef3 ,lef4]*
lambda9 conj[Phi15]. Phi15.conj[Phi15]. Phi15
+ Delta[pat1 ,pat2] Delta[pat2b ,pat1b ]*
Delta[pat3 ,pat4]Delta[pat4b ,pat3b ]*
Delta[lef1 ,lef2] Delta[lef3 ,lef4]
lambda10 conj[Phi15 ].Phi15.conj[Phi15 ].Phi15);
For all terms but λ9 and λ10 the index contraction is unique. For those terms one needs to define the
contraction explicitly using Kronecker deltas. The remaining terms coming with λ11-λ19 can be implemented
in a similiar fashion.
(b) VEVs: the VEVs are set via
DEFINITION[EWSB][VEVs ]={
(* actual Vevs *)
{H0 , {vH0 , sqr2},{sigmaH0 , I*sqr2},{phiH0 , sqr2}},
{Chi0 , {vChi , sqr2},{sigmaChi , I*sqr2},{phiChi , sqr2}},
{HS015 , {vHS15 ,sqr2},{sigmaHS15 ,I*sqr2},{phiHS15 ,sqr2}},
{HGV015 ,{0, 0}, {sigmaV15 ,I*sqr2},{phiV15 , sqr2}}
};
sqr2 =1/ Sqrt [2];
Although the colour octet doesn’t receive a VEV, it’s CP even and odd component has a different mass.
Therefore, it is also decomposed in real fields.
(c) Gauge bosons: the rotations of the gauge bosons are defined via
DEFINITION[EWSB][ GaugeSector] =
{ {{VS , VWL[3], VWR},{VP ,VZ,VZP}, ZZ},
{{VWL[1],VWL [2]} ,{VWm , conj[VWm]}, ZW},
{{VX ,VY},{VLQ ,conj[VLQ]},ZLQ} };
with the rotation matrices defined in the parameters.m file as
ZW = ZLQ =
1√
2
(
1 1
i −i
)
(A5)
For the rotation in the neutral sector no explicit parametrisation for ZZ is used.
(d) Matter fields: the rotations in the matter sector are defined via
DEFINITION[EWSB][ MatterSector ]= {
(* Neutral scalars *)
{{phiH0 ,phiChi ,phiHS15}, {hh ,ZH}},
{{sigmaH0 ,sigmaChi ,sigmaHS15},{Ah ,ZA}},
(* Charged & coloured scalars *)
{{HSp15 , Hp}, {Hpm , ZP}},
{{HX015 , conj[HY015], Chiu}, {Hc0 , ZC0}},
(* Fermions *)
{{{dL}, {dR}}, {{DL ,Vd}, {DR ,Ud}}},
{{{uL}, {uR}}, {{UL ,Vu}, {UR ,Uu}}},
{{{eL}, {eR}}, {{EL ,Ve}, {ER ,Ue}}},
{{vL, vR , Sing},{FV , PMNS}}
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};
(e) Dirac spinors: the Weyl spinors are combined to Dirac spinors via
DEFINITION[EWSB][ DiracSpinors ]={
Fd ->{ DL , conj[DR]},
Fe ->{ EL , conj[ER]},
Fu ->{ UL , conj[UR]},
Fv ->{ FV , conj[FV]}
};
Useful relations for the generators are used by SARAH are
Λ8+xy4 =Λ
8+x
4y =
1
2
δxy (A6)
Λ11+xy4 =− Λ11+x4y = −
1
2
iδxy (A7)
for 1 ≤ x, y ≤ 3.
For the structure constants, one can make use of
Fab(c+8) =Fab(c+11) = 0 (A8)
FiabFicd =fiabficd (A9)
Fc(8+x)(8+y) = Fc(11+x)(11+y) = i
1
4
(λcxy − (λcxy)∗) (A10)
Fc(8+x)(11+y) = −1
4
(λcxy + (λ
c
xy)
∗) (A11)
F(8+x)(8+y)15 = F(8+x)(8+y)(8+z) = F(8+x)(8+y)(11+z) = F(8+x)(11+y)(11+z) = (A12)
= F(11+x)(11+y)(11+x) = F(11+x)(11+y)15 = 0 (A13)
F(8+x)(11+y)15 =
√
2
3
δxy (A14)
for 1 ≤ a, b, c ≤ 8 and 1 ≤ x, y, z ≤ 3.
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